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Utilizing Hands-On Learning to Facilitate
Progression Through Bloom’s Taxonomy Within
the First Semester
Ricky Castles, Vinod K. Lohani, and Pushkin Kachroo
rcastles@vt.edu, vlohani@vt.edu, pushkin@unlv.edu
Abstract – Hands-on learning has been utilized in
engineering curriculums for several years in order to
illustrate theory in a physical way. This paper presents
the use of two hands-on learning activities in a first
semester, freshman year engineering course designed to
introduce basic concepts from mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, and computer engineering. In
previous offerings of the course, several disjoint activities
have been provided in order to introduce the
fundamentals of these disciplines. This paper presents
how several weeks worth of material are synthesized in a
hands-on activity in order to allow deeper levels of
student understanding and to showcase how engineering
knowledge from a variety of disciplines can be
synthesized in a meaningful way.
Through these
exercises students are able to understand how computer
programs can be used to collect data from sensors,
determine the appropriate response to this sensor data,
and control circuits that are used to drive mechanical
systems based on the sensor data. Through this activity,
students are able to escalate through several levels of
Bloom’s taxonomy by drawing connections between
theory and practice from a variety of fields.

Asia 20% of all earned bachelor’s degrees are in
engineering[3].
DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE AND REFORMATION

At Virginia Tech, all first year engineering students are
enrolled in a general engineering program in the Department
of Engineering Education (EngE) and matriculate to one of
eleven departments at the completion of their first year. All
first semester engineering students take a common course
designed to introduce the engineering discipline, problem
solving, engineering ethics, design, and various introductory
technical skills such as data plotting and analysis, computer
programming, and multi-view drawing. In 2004, the
Department of Engineering Education, in collaboration with
the Department of Biological Systems Engineering(BSE)
and the Center for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
began a major NSF sponsored transformation in the first
year engineering curriculum. This work was funded by a
Department Level Reform (DLR) grant[4] and was based
strongly on the concept of a spiral curriculum which was
first introduced in 1960 by Jerome Bruner[5]. The idea of
the spiral curriculum is to introduce a concept and then to
revisit that concept at a later time at a higher level in order to
reinforce knowledge previously introduced and to expand on
Index Terms – Bloom’s Taxonomy, Hands-on learning, a topic several times as a student journeys through a
Mechatronics, First-Year Initiatives
curriculum. The partnership between the EngE department
and the BSE department allowed material to be introduced to
INTRODUCTION
students in their first year in the EngE department and to be
Hands-on learning has the potential to introduce concepts in exposed to more advanced presentations of similar material
a manner conducive with more learning styles than a as upperclassmen in the BSE department.
As part of this initiative, the curriculum and format in
traditional lecture. Neurologists and anthropologists have
found that there is a strong connection between the hand and the freshman engineering program was significantly
the mind [1]. While significant learning can occur without changed. Prior to this initiative, first semester engineering
hands-on activities, knowledge is reinforced and framed in a students met with a faculty member for two 50-minute
The course primarily included
different context through hands-on learning allowing more lectures each week.
students an opportunity to experience concepts and to make traditional instruction through lecture and problem solving.
connections in the brain that would not be made through Hands-on activities were introduced through projects
reading assignments or mathematical problem solving. completed outside the classroom and very little hands-on
Several educators have argued that the use of hands-on learning was including within the weekly course meetings.
learning in the STEM disciplines is critical to gaining Since the DLR, one of the 50-minute weekly lectures has
interest in STEM fields at a young age and is critical to been replaced by a 90-minute graduate student led hands-on
compensating for the lack of interest American students workshop. The workshops are primarily intended to be a
have in STEM field when compared to students in several synthesis of a recitation and a laboratory and encourage
other countries [2]. In the United States only about 5% of all review of lecture material along with experiential learning.
earned bachelor’s degrees are in engineering fields while in Students participate in various team-based hands-on
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aactivities each week
w
in order to learn more about the varioous
e
engineering
diisciplines and
d professional practice. This
T
p
paper
focuses on the deveelopment of several
s
hands--on
of
a
activities
desiigned to intrroduce the fundamentals
f
c
computer
proggramming, diigital logic, mechanics, and
a
e
electrical
circuiits.
N ACTIVITIES
HANDS-ON

In Spring 20066 a mechatron
nics activity was
w developedd to
inntroduce the basics of mechaanics and circuuit theory. Afteer a
lecture on basiic principles su
uch as voltagee, current, torqque,
a
angular
velocitty, and Boolean
n logic, studennts participatedd in
a hands-on acctivity involvin
ng the assem
mbly of a sim
mple
m
mobile
robot. In this activ
vity, students work
w
in pairs to
a
assemble
a gearbox and then build a motor driver circuit that
t
is used to conntrol the wheeels on the gearbox. Studeents
learned to identify and und
derstand the utility
u
of varioous
c
circuit
componnents including
g resistors, inntegrated circuuits,
c
capacitors,
switches, voltage regulators, and diodes. A
m
multimeter
was also provideed to each pair of students so
thhey could ensuure that each sttage of the circcuit was behavving
p
properly
beforre proceeding to the next stage of circcuit
b
building.
The circuit was div
vided into threee stages with the
f
first
stage beingg to interface a 9V battery annd a switch witth a
b
breadboard,
thhe second staage being to use the voltaage
c
converter
to steep the input vo
oltage down to 5V, and the thhird
s
stages
was to make
m
all the pro
oper connections on an h-briddge
m
motor
driver chhip. Figure 1 shows
s
the mobbile robot that the
s
students
built in the mech
hatronics handds-on workshhop.
F
Figure
2 show
ws the pseud
do-schematic provided to the
s
students
to asseemble the robo
ot. This circuitt diagram was not
inntended to bee as formal as a complete schematic using
p
proper
techniccal symbols and
a
representaations throughhout
w
while
still intrroducing the connections
c
thhat needed to be
m
made
betweenn components. Additionallyy, students were
w
p
provided
with step-by-step directions foor assembly and
a
p
photos
of the robot at each
h stage of devvelopment. This
T
c
circuit
is designned to allow th
he mobile roboot to travel in the
f
forward
directioon whenever th
he switch is cloosed and does not
c
contain
any loogic to recoverr from a colliision or to avvoid
o
obstacles.

FIGURE 2
THE PSEUDO-SCHEMATIC
C PROVIDED TO STU
UDENTS TO BUILD THE
T
ROBOT

Thee first semesterr engineering course
c
also intrroduces all
engineeers to computter programm
ming. After previously
teachingg programmingg using The MathWorks’
M
MA
ATLAB[6]
and Carrnegie Mellon University’s Alice[7],
A
in Sppring 2007
the deppartment shiffted to usingg National Innstrument’s
LabVIE
EW software. Several proggramming activvities have
been deeveloped for sttudents to introoduce basic coomputation
and digital logic usingg computer proogramming. Sttudents are
introducced to loops, decision strucctures, and daata plotting
algorithhms.
Onne such activvity involvedd simulating a digital
controlller for a mobile robot. Throuugh this activitty students
imagineed that they haad a two-wheelled mobile robbot like the
one buiilt in the mechhatronics workshop and they wanted to
add conntrol logic to determine how
w the motors should be
configuured in order too react to a colllision with an object. In
this acctivity studentts are inform
med that two additional
switchees are mountedd on the front of the robot and
a when a
switch is depressed that indicatees that a colllision has
occurred on the correesponding sidee of the robot.. Students
use baasic Boolean logic gates to determinee how to
indepenndently control the motors by determininng whether
the mottors on the leftt and right of the
t robot shoulld be on in
the forw
ward direction, on in the reveerse direction, or
o stopped.
Figure 3 depicts how the robot shouuld react to a collision
c
on
the righht side of the robot.
r
Studentts determined that in the
event off a collision onn one side of thhe robot, the whheel on the
side off the robot whhere the collission occurred should be
stoppedd and the wheeel on the oppposite side off the robot
should be turned on in
i the reverse direction until the robot
has backed away from
m the collision. In the event of
o a headson colliision (a collisioon that depressses both the lefft and right
switchees), the controll designer can select whetherr the robot
backs up
u to the right or
o the left (but not both). If no
n collision
is deteccted the robott is to continuue going in thhe forward
directioon with both wheels
w
until thee on/off switchh is turned
off or another
a
collision is detectedd. All of the inputs and
outputs were simulateed through Boolean inputs and
a outputs
in LabV
VIEW and no hardware
h
impleementation wass done.

FIG
GURE 1
THE MOBILE ROBO
OT BUILT BY STUDE
ENTS IN THE MECHA
ATRONICS INITIAT
TIVE
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FIG
GURE 3
INTRODUCIN
NG HOW A ROBOT SHOULD
S
RESPOND TO
T A COLLISION

In Fall 2008 a module was introduced in the course to
d
demonstrate
thee use of data acquisition (DA
AQ) modules with
w
L
LabVIEW.
(The ability to
o easily interrface with DA
AQ
m
modules
was one of the motivations
m
o the switch to
of
L
LabVIEW)
Stuudents were sh
hown how to coollect data from
ma
m
motion
detectoor, a force flex
xion sensor, annd a temperatture
p
probe.
The mootion detector collected
c
positiion data on a ball
b
d
dropped
from a height a few
w feet about thhe detector. The
T
temperature proobe was warmeed by placing it
i under a runnning
laaptop and theen cooled by placing
p
it intoo a glass of cold
w
water.
The forrce flexion sen
nsor was squeeezed by hand and
a
r
responded
to thhe pressure off the grip on thhe sensor. Whhile
o
other
programm
ming activities required studeents to build thheir
o
own
programss, in this acttivity studentss primarily used
e
example
proggrams provideed by Nationnal Instrumennts.
F
Figure
4 show
ws a student drropping a ball onto the mottion
d
detector
and a teaching assisstant showing students the data
d
p of the tem
plot
mperature rising over time when
w
the probee is
p
placed
under a laptop.

FIG
GURE 4
A STUDENT CA
APTURING DATA US
SING THE MOTION DETECTOR
D
AND A
TEACHING ASSISTTANT POINTING OU
UT HOW THE TEMPE
ERATURE ROSE OV
VER
TIME
T

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
In 1956, Benjaamin Bloom deeveloped Blooom’s taxonomyy, a
h
hierarchical
c
categorization
of cognitionn[8].
Bloom
m’s
taaxonomy is ussed to represen
nt the level off understandingg a
As
p
person
has of a certain fielld or set of information.
i
d
depicted
in Figgure 5, the levels of Bloom’s taxonomy frrom
loowest to higheest are knowled
dge, understanding, applicatiion,
a
analysis,
syntheesis, and evalu
uation. An exam
mple of elevatting
thhrough the various levels of Bloom’s taxonomy
t
is the
d
difference
beetween havin
ng memorizedd an equattion

t
of an
(knowleedge), being abble to describee what all the terms
equationn are and what the equation
e
really means
(understanding), andd being able to apply thee equation
approprriately to solvee a problem (appplication). Many
M
of the
activitiees previously described
d
in thhis paper do not
n provide
the studdents with an opportunity
o
to get beyond thhe levels of
“knowleedge” or “undderstanding”. The next seection will
discuss the developm
ment of a handss-on activity designed
d
to
promotee deeper unnderstanding of mechatroonics and
program
mming throughh the use of a sppiral approachh within the
same coourse.

FIGURE 5
THE SIX LEV
VELS OF BLOOM’S TAXONOMY[9]
ATING STUDENT
T UNDERSTAND
DING THROUG
GH HANDSELEVA
ON ACTIVITIE
ES

Throughh discussions with students regarding thhe various
course activities it waas discovered that
t
many studdents often
do not see the relevvance of somee of the things they are
learningg in their firstt semester enggineering courrse. Many
first yeear engineerinng students do not seem
m to fully
appreciaate the interddisciplinary naature of the engineering
e
professiion and do noot make connecctions betweenn activities
designeed to introducee their chosen discipline andd activities
designeed to introducee other discipllines. The meechatronics
initiativve has been succcessful in show
wcasing how mechanical
m
and elecctrical systemss can be integraated in a robott, but many
studentss interested inn computer sciience often doo not make
connecttions between the programm
ming initiative and other
course units.
u
In order to allow students to syynthesize the innformation
they have
h
learned through the various couurse units
previouusly describedd, a second mechatronicss hand-on
activityy has been devveloped to alloow students too build and
exercisee a more inteelligent mobille robot. Thrrough this
activityy students use a robot that iss very similar to the one
they buuilt in the firrst mechatronics activity annd use the
program
mming skills they have acquired thrrough the
LabVIE
EW unit in ordder to develop a digital robott controller
that conntrols the physsical movemennt of a robot based
b
upon
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input from a motion detector. The follow subsections
describe the various components of this activity and how
they are related to the various levels of Bloom’s taxonomy.
I. Pre-workshop Assignment
In the first mechatronics activity the students were
introduced to various electronic components and shown how
to assemble the components into a circuit used to drive a
mobile robot. In survey data taken at the end of the
mechatronics unit it was determined that many students
(25%) simply built the circuit without giving much thought
to what the components were really doing in the circuit and
why the circuit was designed the way it was. This is
understandable because many of the implementation details
were hidden from the students in order to reduce the
complexity of the activity and the assembly instructions
provided clear step-by-step photos of the assembly process
without much need for students to completely grasp what
each component was doing in order to complete assembly.
A pre-workshop homework assignment was developed
for the students to complete after they have completed the
first mechatronics unit and before they participate in this
second workshop. This homework assignment introduces the
students to the datasheet for the h-bridge chip and allows
students to determine the functionality of each pin on the
integrated circuit. Students are asked to use the datasheet to
determine the overall purpose of the h-bridge and the
functionality of each of the pins (understanding). Students
are then given the h-bridge portion of the circuit depicted in
Figure 2 and asked to draw a new circuit diagram
representing an appropriate modification such that one of the
motors is on in the forward direction and the other motor is
on in the reverse direction without disconnecting the motors
(application). Students are then asked to think about what
would happen if the hard-wired connections on certain
control pins were replaced by reconfigurable binary inputs
(inputs that can change state from high to low and vice
versa). The final problem on this assignment asks to
complete a truth table showing which combinations of input
states will result in the left and right motors being either
stopped or in motion in the forward or reverse direction.
II. In-Workshop Assignment
When students arrive at the workshop, the instructor goes
over the homework to make sure students understood how
the h-bridge works and the effect of configurable binary
inputs on some of the control pins. The students then work
individually to fill in a truth table regarding how to
configure the motors in the forward, reverse, and stop
condition. The instructor can collect the students’ work in
order to determine that the students understand the truth
table before they proceed to the design activity.
In this workshop students are provided the robot shown
in Figure 6. The motion detector (green) is mounted to the
top of the control circuit and the DAQ module (white) is
strapped to the top of the motion detector. The DAQ

module is connected to the student’s laptop via a USB cable.
This robot uses nearly the same control circuitry and
mechanical hardware as the robot built in the first
mechatronics workshop, but a stronger gearbox has been
used in order to accommodate the added weight of the DAQ
module and the motion detector.
The data flow is depicted for students showcasing how
information comes in from the motion detector, is processed
by the DAQ module, signals are sent to the laptop computer
attached to the DAQ module, data is processed, and binary
signals are sent out through the binary ports on the DAQ
module in order to control the motion of the robot based on
its distance from the nearest obstacle. Students work on
developing the code to control the robot and when they think
they have a working LabVIEW VI they connect their laptop
to the robot and determine if it behaves as expected.
Students are told that in this workshop they will program the
robot to move forward if there is no obstacle within 40 cm of
the robot, it will move backwards if there is an obstacle
within 30 cm of the robot, and if the nearest object is
between 30 and 40 cm then the robot will stop. The
instructor then reminds students of the DAQ activity they
previously participated in using the motion detector. A
skeleton LabVIEW VI containing some of the required
control structures is provided to the students and the students
are told about the control logic that they must add to the VI
in order for the requirements to be met. The skeleton VI
provided to the students is depicted in Figure 7. The primary
portion the students are responsible for adding is control
logic to configure the appropriate binary outputs based on
the distance read in fron the sensor.
The program is actually not much more complex than
the skeleton VI that is provided to the students, but the
students have to determine how to incorporate an if control
structure (implemented as a case structure in LabVIEW),
check the distance from the motion detector to any nearby
obstacles, and they have to determine what Boolean
configurations must be output on the binary output pins in
order to generate the proper motion (forward, reverse, or
stopped on both motors) based on the distance to the nearest
obstacle using their knowledge of circuits, computer
programming, and how sensors work(synthesis).
This workshop and the corresponding pre-workshop
assignment were successfully deployed for the first time in
Spring 2009. In a survey at the end of the course, students
were asked about the difficulty of the pre-workshop
assignment and the workshop itself. Students were asked to
rate the pre-workshop assignment as too easy, challenging
but able to be completed, or too hard. Of those responding
to the survey, 10% stated it was too easy, 48% stated it was
challenging but able to be completed, and 37% stated it was
too difficult (n=60). When asked to provide the same rating
regarding the assignment in workshop, the results were
similar with 10% responding that it was too easy, 52%
responding that it was challenging but able to be completed,
and 22% stating it was too difficult (n=60). On the same
survey students were asked about their experience with the
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tw
wo mechatronnics units and what
w
could be done to improove
thhem. The respponses varied with
w some studdents enjoying the
f
free
exploratioon of the datta sheet to finnd out how the
c
component
woorked and oth
her students feeeling that more
m
g
guidance
was necessary
n
in order
o
to undersstand how thee hb
bridge
worked in the second mechatronics
m
u
unit.

S
have responded
or soliddifies after eacch activity. Students
positiveely to these haands-on activitiies and it is thhe intent of
the autthors to contiinue developm
ment of moree hands-on
activitiees while refininng the existing ones based uppon student
feedbacck and assessm
ment of studeent understanding of the
various mechanical and
a electronic concepts. Based
B
upon
preliminnary feedbackk, the second mechatronics
m
a
assignment
may need to be revised in ordder to providde clearer
explanaations of som
me terminologgy and the assignment
a
expectaations.
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CONCLUSIONS
O
AN
ND FUTURE WORK
This paper has
T
h
presented
d several hannds-on activitties
d
designed
to faacilitate learniing of the baasic concepts in
m
mechanics,
c
circuits,
digiital logic, and compuuter
p
programming.
The activities have been designed
d
with the
inntent of creatiing a spiral curriculum such that topics are
r
revisited
and thhe students’ leevel of understtanding increaases
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